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This report explores critical issues
about information technology and
children. Many advocates for children
are not yet involved in current deci-
sion making and planning about
technology issues. This report will:

* Explain some of the underlying
issues involving information tech-
nology and children;

* Examine the importance of basic
phone service and how more low-
income children and families
can achieve access to telephones;
Discuss recent changes in univer-
sal service (i.e., policies that
ensure that everyone has access to
affordable telecommunications
technology) due to actions by the
Federal Communications
Commission;

* Explore disparities in Internet
access by income, and the role of
schools, libraries and other public
institutions in addressing those
disparities;
Offer suggestions and resources to
children's advocates about how
to become involved in policy
decisions about information tech-
nology.

Minnesota KIDS COUNT, a joint project
of the Children's Defense Fund-Minnesota
and Congregations Concerned for
Children, is funded by the Annie E.
Casey Foundation, and provides county-
by-county assessment of the condition of
Minnesota's children. Minnesota KIDS
COUNT releases periodic reports and an
annual databook to provide a statistical
profile of Minnesota's children and sug-

estions for action on their behalf.

Children and Information Technology
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(rhroughout its history, CDF-MN
has focused on basic issues that
affect children and families, such

as affordable child care, access to
health care, welfare reform, foster care
reform, and improving child support
collection. As we approach the year
2000, we have a new issue on our
agenda the right of all children to
reap the benefits of information tech-
nology. Many themes of this discussion
are familiar, although the specifics are
different.

Children in Minnesota, especially those
who are already disadvantaged by
income, race or disability, need full and
complete access to basic and advanced
information technology. Without it,
they will be cut off from opportunities
to succeed economically and to fully
participate in public life. Investment in
access to telephones, computer litera-
cy, Internet connections and training
are not frills. They are as important as
spending on education, health care
and child care programs.

Unless we change the course we are
currently on, we will have three sepa-
rate categories of children in
Minnesota and the nation:

The privileged those with full
access to advanced technologies at
home and at school

The underprivileged those with
limited access at home or school

The excluded those with no
access'

A better vision for the future would be
for all children, regardless of income,
race, geography, or disability, to have
full access to the benefits of informa-
tion technology. This ranges from basic
communications technology, like the
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telephone, to things we can barely
imagine yet.

Undeullying [Issues
s't has become a truism to say that
information technology is revolution-
izing the ways we work, play, learn
and communicate. However, this tech-
nology cannot be isolated from other
social and political issues for children
and families. Several of the most criti-
cal issues include:

1. Poverty. Technology usually
requires money to purchase equip-
ment, training and services. The
best and newest technologies are
often the most expensive. Although
items like personal computers have
come down in price, they are still
beyond the financial reach of many
households in Minnesota. Internet
access charges and the increasing
practice of charging for specific on-
line information also present barri-
ers. Even a basic, 100-year-old
technology like the telephone is not
affordable to some low-income fam-
ilies.

2. Literacy. An Internet hookup is
not useful if a child or adult can't
read a manual, write clear sen-
tences, or understand what is on the
monitor. Having computers in every
classroom does not eliminate the
need for every child to learn to
read, write, analyze and interpret
information. That process remains
the same, whether the medium is
paper and pencil or keyboard and
mouse. In addition, there are new
demands for technology literacy,
which educational systems must be
prepared to meet.

3. Equal Access. In every area of
child well-being, there are large dis-
crepancies between children of dif-
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ferent races, geographic areas and
income. The same is true for access
to information technology. Internet
connections and other advanced
technology services, may cost more
in rural areas because of distance
and fewer customers. Some urban
areas may not receive particular
technology services as quickly as
more affluent suburban areas. Rural
areas and impoverished urban areas
can become isolated in similar ways
if market forces are the only decid-
ing factor in access.

4. Safety. Child advocates have
worked hard in Minnesota to protect
children from child abuse and
neglect, to pass seat belt laws and
limit access to tobacco, and to pro-
tect the health of children by ensur-
ing access to needed health care.
The new technologies also pose sim-
ilar concerns about child safety from
inappropriate or damaging images
and information.

Many adults who care about children
feel unable to engage in policy debates
about information technology because
they are uncomfortable with that tech-
nology. Often, adults will comment
that children know more than they do.
Some children may know how to hook
up a computer or navigate the Internet
while their parents or teachers struggle
to find the on/off switch. However,
they still need adults to ensure access
and availability, to guide and nurture
their curiosity, and to apply knowledge
about child well-being to this new
arena.

Access 2o Tellephones

The humble telephone, a basic
telecommunications device taken

for granted by many Americans, is a
vital service that many low-income
children and families do not have.

According to a national survey, the
average household makes 36 calls a
week and receives 28. Of these calls,
over half were considered essential.2
The use of the telephone has also
expanded in the past decade. People
now use phones to pay bills, obtain tax
forms, order merchandise, receive
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counseling and reach emergency ser-
vices. Pagers, cell phones, and voice
mail have expanded the telephone's
role in communication.

Telephone service is crucial in several
key areas for families.

1. Employment. It is difficult to obtain
and keep employment without a
phone. An employee without a
phone can't call in if he or she is
sick, find out about changes in hours
or schedules, call home to check on
a child after school, or find out the
results of a job interview.

2. Public Safety. Through the 911
service, phones are a vital commu-
nication link to fire, police and
emergency medical services.
Individuals without phones cannot
report a crime or fire in their neigh-
borhood or reach emergency med-
ical care.

3. Health. Scheduling doctor's
appointments, receiving test results,
and consulting by phone with a
physician or nurse are all important
functions of a phone, especially for
parents with disabled or chronically
ill children or women with high-risk
pregnancies.

4. Education. Schools need to con-
tact parents and parents need to be
able to contact schools. Schools

sometimes must send children
home. Teachers need to talk with
parents about a child's behavior or
school work. Parents have questions
or concerns for teachers and admin-
istrators.

5. Access to Advanced Technol-
ogies. A computer without a phone
line is a computer that is not part of
the Internet. Even if low-income
families are given computers or can
afford a used or refurbished comput-
er, without a phone line they
cannot access email and the
Internet.

Vhcp Lacks Phone Sendee
is Minnesota
r"%verall, Minnesota has one of the
%...lhighest phone penetration rates in
the country, according to the 1990
census. Over 97% of Minnesotans
have phones, compared to about 94%
of all Americans.3 The latest telephone
penetration report from the FCC
showed a similar statistic: that 97.7%
of all Minnesotans had phone service.'
However, this positive statistic begins
to break down when some additional
factors are considered.

First, low-income Minnesotans are
much more likely to lack phones, espe-
cially those with children. According to

POgative tl o Penen2 off Flotiosehollas eR902h TeGephones
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the census, approximately 11,500
Minnesota families with children below
145% of poverty lacked a phone, com-
pared to only 3,500 families above
145% of poverty.5 The recent FCC
report showed that 13,132 of the low-
est income households in Minnesota
lacked phones (see Figure 1).6

The high rate of phone access also
breaks down by geography. In seven-
teen counties, primarily in northern
Minnesota, more than 5% of the
households lack phones. Within the
cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul, cer-
tain neighborhoods and zip codes are
far more likely to lack telephones. (See
Figure 2.)

Households headed by people of color
in Minnesota were more likely to lack
phone service than were white house-

holds. Eleven percent of African
Americans and 19% of American
Indian households lacked phones,
compared to one percent of whites.
Even among those in poverty, African
Americans were twice as likely and
American Indians four times as likely to
lack phones.'

Tellephone Semlee Saabsfidges

'ffiwo federal programs administered
II by the Federal Communications

Commission, Lifeline and Link-Up
America, provide subsidies for tele-
phone assistance to low-income sub-
scribers. Funded through a small
assessment on phone lines, Lifeline
provides a modest monthly subsidy
toward local phone service and Link-
Up provides assistance with the cost of
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establishing phone service. These pro-
grams work between March 1984
and March 1996, the average tele-
phone penetration rate for states with
Lifeline programs increased by 2.5%.
The increase for states without the pro-
gram was not statistically significant.
For the lowest-income households, the
average increase was 6.4% versus an
insignificant increase for states without
programs.8

In Minnesota, the Lifeline program is
called the Telephone Assistance
Program (TAP). Minnesota requires
program recipients to be age 65 or
older and low-income, or disabled and
low-income, to receive the subsidy. At
least 42 other states have more liberal
eligibility standards than Minnesota,
usually based on income alone.

During the 1997 legislative session, an
effort was made to expand the TAP
program to include low-income families
with children. This effort failed, but the
bill that passed establishes a task force
through the Department of Human
Services to review the program and
develop recommendations to the legis-
lature for the 1998 legislative ses-
sion.

Minnesota will need to develop legisla-
tion and regulation that conform with
the May 1997 Federal Communica-
tions Commission ruling on Universal
Service. (Universal Service is the name
of a decades-old policy that guarantees
that every citizen has access to afford-
able telephone service.) The result of
this ruling hopefully will be an expand-
ed TAP program in Minnesota and
more low-income individuals and fami-
lies who can afford basic phone ser-
vice.

The Minnesota Public Utilities Commis-
sion also will have a task force meeting
in 1997 to rewrite regulations to match
the FCC guidelines. The new ruling
from the FCC has three key provisions
affecting phone service:

1. The federal allotment to the Lifeline
and Link-Up programs will increase.
From the federal fund, Lifeline con-
sumers will receive $5.25 per
month, up from the current amount
of $3.50. The federal fund will also

Source: 1990 Census, Minnesota Counties
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match state assistance at 50 cents
for every dollar, up to $1.75. With a
maximum state contribution, the
total reduction in the monthly phone
bill for low-income households will be
$10.50, or more, if a state chooses
to contribute more funds to the
program.

2. Eligible consumers must be deter-
mined by requirements that "are
based solely on income or factors
directly related to income." Addi-
tional restrictions on age and disabili-
ty that are currently in place in
Minnesota statute are not allowed.
Minnesota has an opportunity to
receive the maximum in federal
matching funds only if it revises its
definition of eligibility.

3. Lifeline subscribers can block or limit
their long-distance usage, but will not
lose basic phone service if they are
unable to pay their long-distance
bills. Studies have shown that difficul-
ty in paying long-distance bills, and
the subsequent disconnection of all
service for failure to pay these bills
was a primary reason that low-
income subscribers lost access to
telecommunications services.

Another innovative attempt to provide
phone service to the most needy is
Twin Cities Voice Mail (TCVM). TCVM
makes remote access voice mail boxes
available to social service organizations
who in turn provide them to their
clients. The service is used primarily by
homeless individuals who are seeking
jobs and housing. Another clientele has
been battered women who need
secure, untraceable phone access.
People can get and receive messages
from any phone. Recent legislation
authorizes a pilot expansion of this pro-
gram to an area in greater Minnesota.

Recommenda4fions

1. The Minnesota Public Utilities
Commission should issue rules to
achieve the maximum available fed-
eral subsidy for low-income
Minnesota households.

2. The Minnesota State Legislature
should revise state statute to elimi-
nate non-income criteria for partici-

pating in the Telephone Assistance
Program.

3. Enrollment should be automatic for
individuals enrolled in other financial
assistance programs that have
income guidelines. Aggressive out-
reach should be conducted by
phone companies and other social
service providers so that eligible low-
income families are aware of the
program.

Access © Acquanced
LInkRumaration Techno0ogy

iniversal service can no longer be
viewed as just telephone service.

With the technological changes upon
us, universal service must include
access to current and future communi-
cation and information technologies,
whether in children's homes or in
schools, libraries and other community
settings.

To be employed in the 21st century,
children will need to develop skills and
expertise with computer technology.
This expertise will pay off in higher
wages. For example, a study by the
U.S. Department of Commerce found
that wages were 37% higher at plans
using the highest number of advanced
technologies versus plans that did not
use advanced technology.9

In addition, underneath the media
hype, the Internet is changing the way
many people communicate, conduct
business and find information.

Accessing the Internet requires a com-
puter (preferably one capable of han-
dling graphics), special software, a
modem and phone line, and an
account with a provider who will pro-
vide access (similar to cable TV.) Many
people also need some type of training
to install everything correctly and learn
how to use the software.

There are three key ways people are
using the Internet.

1. Communicating with other
people. Email is supplementing or
replacing telephone and postal com-
munication for some computer
users. Once someone makes the ini-
tial investment in equipment,
monthly access charges can be less
than long-distance phone bills or
mailing costs.

2. Finding out information. Much
of the information available in tradi-
tional formats such as newspapers,
encyclopedias and consumer guides
is now available through the
Internet. Unlike print sources that
have to be scanned or retyped, this
information is already in electronic
format, so it can be integrated into
word processing or other programs.
In the future, some government
information such as the census will
be available only electronically, since
the cost of providing information
online will be cheaper than
printing.

3. Distributing ideas and informa-
tion. Non-profit organizations, busi-

Rowe 3: Peocen2 off Schooks MUT 0rT4eone2 Access
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nesses, government and individuals
are using the Internet to express
their ideas, sell products and pro-
vide information and services.
Commercial sites increasingly domi-
nate the Internet, creating an over-
lapping culture with television, video
and movies, often targeted at chil-
dren. It is important to note that
many low-cost, newer Internet
access options (such as Web TV)
eliminate this interactive, informa-
tion-creating function of the Internet
for individual users.

Getting to the Internet can become
expensive, especially if it requires long-
distance service provider charges. Over
time, the area of Minnesota that has
local Internet access has increased.
Figure 4 shows areas of Minnesota
which have access to the Internet via a
local phone call. Most areas of the
state, including those with the highest
populations, have at least one provider
available to them. There are still some
significant gaps in northeast, southeast
and west central Minnesota, however,
as well as the far northwest.'

Minnesota-specific data about comput-
er ownership and Internet access are
difficult to find. However, available
national data clearly highlights inequity
of access based on income, geography
and race. In 1996, over 50% of house-
holds with children had personal com-
puters. However, over 60% of
households with an annual income
above $40,000 had computers, com-
pared with about 24% of households
with incomes below $35,000." In
1993, 32% of children had a comput-
er in their home, the first requirement
for Internet access (plus a phone line,
modem and Internet account.) While
over 50% of well-off children had a
computer, less than 10% of low-
income children had one. Black and
Hispanic children and also children
whose parents were less educated or
unemployed were also less likely to
have computers in their homes.12

TD [Rage off Schoogs

ffiraditionally, schools have tried to
11 bridge economic inequities

between families by providing all chil-

flonerene2
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Source: Minnesota Equal Access Network Services, inc. (MEANS), 1997

dren with equal education. Yet, eco-
nomics, race, and geography continue
to play a role in who has access to
information technology at school. In
the latest national survey of school
Internet access in 1996, inequities were
clear between different schools see
Figure 3 on page 4.13

A recent survey from Quality Education
Data found that 90% of Minnesota
schools had Internet access, which
ranked Minnesota eleventh among
states, and far above the national aver-
age of 64%. Minnesota also ranked
above the national average in the num-
ber of students per computer, at 8.6.
The number of students per multi-
media computer, however, was quite a
bit lower, at 21.7. Multimedia comput-
ers are better able to access the
Internet and utilize graphics and CD-
ROM disks. The report also detailed
other available technologies, and is
highlighted in Figure 5.14

The Minnesota legislature has contin-
ued to authorize significant funding for
additional computers, Internet access,

No Dia lup Acoess

Internet Av Ible

Multiple Provdrs

and teacher training in Minnesota
schools. The 1997 session authorized
several initiatives totaling $94.7 million
for education technology and training
in elementary and secondary schools.
This is especially critical for poorer
schools and districts that cannot rely
on extra equipment and support from
technologically-literate parents or from
students being able to use their own
computers at home.

Me Rage off Lfilvagles

ibraries, as a community source of
.information, also provide comput-
ers, Internet access, and assistance in
identifying and evaluating information.
A 1996 U.S. Department of Education
survey of public use of libraries showed
that 65% of the U.S. public used a
public library in the past year, including
44% in the past month. In Minnesota,
70% had used a library in the past
year, including 47% in the past month.
Nationally, 82% of households with
children used libraries in the past year.
When asked why they had visited the

Children and Information Technology 5
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library, 20% reported using the library
to get information for personal use, on
such topics as consumer or health
issues, and 19% reported using the
library for a school or class assign-
ment.16 Both of these uses are compat-
ible with using the Internet.

Library staff play an important role as
mediators of Internet content and infor-
mation. Libraries can offer instruction
in how to use the technology, and can
provide public access equipment such
as modems, printers and terminals, and
quality information experts. It is
increasingly important to have well-
trained library staff with enough time to
work with individual information-seek-
ers to identify specific needs and infor-
mation sources.

A recent Benton Foundation and
Libraries for the Future report on
Libraries in the Digital Age suggested
a vision for libraries that includes two
components. The first is building and
enhancing collections to include online
journals electronic issues of print
magazines and other Internet reference
materials. The second is strengthening
communities by forming partnerships
and developing community Internet
networks, or other public Internet
access.

Minnesota has made a commitment to
investment in libraries which should be
continued. This includes various access
grants to help wire libraries for the
Internet, and collaborations and part-
nerships in community projects such as
Access Minnesota. This support is criti-
cal because public institutions like
libraries are one way to equalize access
to information technology.

IE-RarRe Ofiscomn2s ffov
Sehoas Jul 15Rwavnes

ffihe May 1997 FCC Ruling on
Universal Service contained some

hopeful news for schools and libraries.
Eligible schools and libraries can
receive discounts of between 20% and
90% on all telecommunications ser-
vices from a special $2.25 billion fund,
including Internet access and internal
wiring, starting in January 1998. For
schools and school districts, the

Rowe 0: Reimer Maps off MrornescyRa Schooes KRIM
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amount of the discount received is
determined by the percentage of
enrolled students that are eligible for
the federal free or reduced-price lunch
program. For libraries, the amount of
the discount is determined by the eligi-
ble enrollment in the public school dis-
trict in which they are located. (See
Figure 6.)

Telecommunications costs such as
Internet access and telephone bills are
only a small portion of total technology
costs. It is estimated that about 4% of
initial costs and 7% of ongoing costs

are for the cost of connections.'6 Thus,
even with the e-rate discounts, schools
and libraries will still need substantial,
on-going funding for equipment and
training.

Funding is capped at $2.25 billion per
year and is on a first-come, first-served
basis. The Minnesota Public Utilities
Commission passed the necessary
rules in June to authorize similar
intrastate discounts. This means that it
is extremely important that Minnesota
schools and libraries, especially those
that serve low-income children, actively

Ftipave 6: Scfr000fis and LECovavfies DEscounit Ma2ulaz
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seek out information and apply for
these discounts.

Recommendattnons
1. The Minnesota Department of

Children, Families and Learning
should take a leadership role in
encouraging Minnesota schools,
particularly those serving low-
income children, to develop the
required technology plans and apply
for the discount service.

2. The Minnesota Legislature should
continue to make technology fund-
ing a priority in education and
library spending, focusing on
teacher and librarian training and on
technology as a tool for improved
learning and student achievement.

3. Because schools and libraries alone
cannot ensure good, community
access to the Internet and other
technologies, the Minnesota Public
Utilities Commission should expand
these discounts to include communi-
ty centers with a youth-serving
focus.
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Ten Feellovss Considev tin Ewa OanaTREng Elnapumaygion
Teeranofiogy PoUndes

(from America's Children and the Information Superhighway, An Update, 1996)

1. Universal Reach: Does the proposal
help ensure that every child will have
access to the information technologies he
or she needs for equal opportunity in eco-
nomic and civic life?

2. Neighborhood Access: Does it help
make necessary information resources
easily accessible to all children by using
classrooms, libraries, community centers,
and homes?

3. Special Attention to At-Risk
Children: Does the proposal increase
access to necessary equipment and educa-
tional materials for low-income, disabled
and rural children? For girls?

4. Correct for Market Failures: Does
it provide public and private sector leader-
ship to compensate for market forces that
might leave disadvantaged children
behind?

5. Education to Prepare for the 21st
Century: Does the proposal promote an
education that teaches the information
skills necessary to function in the work-
place and community of the 21st century?

6. High Quality Content: Does the
proposal help ensure that high-quality

noncommercial programming will be
available to all children?

7. Protection Against New Forms of
Abuse: Does the proposal include appro-
priate safeguards to protect children from
deceptive advertising practices, excessive
violence and inappropriate material on
the Internet and other online networks,
and in entertainment programming,
including video games and other soft-
ware?

8. Industry Responsibility: Does the
proposal help carry out the corporate sec-
tor's responsibility to children by, for
example, encouraging the development
and dissemination of quality products and
services for children?

9. Parent and Citizen Action: Does
the proposal help equip parents and
guardians to carry out their role as gate-
keepers for their children's interactive
media activities?

10. Media Literacy: Does the proposal
help assure that young people are educat-
ed and provided with the tools they need
to be good citizens and safe travelers on
the information superhighway?
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"Moo many decisions about telecom-

munications policy are being made
solely by business interests without sig-
nificant input from people who are
knowledgeable about children's issues.
Children's advocates with skills in poli-
cy and program development and
expertise in children's needs and issues
are by and large not yet engaged in
these discussions.

1. Become informed. If advocates
can understand the basics of welfare
reform or child care or tobacco con-
trol, they can understand issues of
children and information technolo-
gy. You don't have to be a technical
expert yourself to understand basic
issues of fairness, education and
equity.

2. Experience the technology
firsthand. It's easier to advocate
for access to the Internet or explain
the advantages of a voice mail sys-
tem or email when you have a full
appreciation of their potential.

3. Figure out how this issue fits
into work you are already
doing. For example, if you work to
increase literacy among children,
expand to include technology litera-
cy. If you care about access to
health care, then getting medical
information by phone is another
form of access. If you are concerned
about welfare reform and the ability
of low-income families to support
themselves, then access to comput-
ers and training is crucial.
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